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Chairman’s Statement

Staff

With a view to enhance the competitiveness, the Group now comprises of

a team of R&D specialists, experienced operators and veteran management

and a workforce of 1,000 employees. Regular training is provided to

manufacturing personnel to upgrade their technical skills. The Group has

also enforced the accountability of individuals and a strict quality control

system. It embraces assurance of material quality controls, production

processes, equipment management, product quality, sales management,

transportation, customer relations and financial management. It enables

the Group to maintain an excellent quality standard. This batch of

experienced staff has strengthened the Group’s management skill and

production technology, reduced production and distribution costs and

increased its competitiveness.

Environmental Protection

A great deal of effort is placed on environmental protection. Pollutants

discharged during the production process are filtered by the Group’s waste

treatment facilities, which are in full compliance with the state’s

environmental legislation. To further fulfill the Group’s commitment

towards environmental protection, the Group will apply for ISO14000

certification in 2001.

Change of Company Name

Believing that the name “China Rare Earth Holdings Limited” can better

reflect its core business and attract worldwide customer attention, a

company name change was proposed and approved in an extraordinary

general meeting held on 19 May 2000. With the receipt of the Certificate

of Incorporation on Change of Name issued by the Registrar of Companies

in the Cayman Islands, the new company name became effective. The new

company name helps to improve the Group’s recognition in the industry.
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Financial Status

Net proceeds from initial public offer in

October 1999 at about HK$120,000,000

were fully utilized in the expansion of

the rare earth and refractory production

facilities, which were completed in May

and June 2000 respectively.

In 2000, the Group completed two

additional capital raising activities. In June

2000, it issued US$5,000,000 3% unsecured

convertible bonds due in 2003 to an independent

investment institution. Net proceeds were used for general working capital

purposes. A portion of the bonds was converted into about 5,294,000 new

shares issued by the Company up to the end of 2000.

The Group also made a placement offer of 105,000,000 shares at

HK$1.05 each to several leading institutional and professional investors in

November 2000. The placement took the conventional form of a placing of

the controlling shareholder’s 105,000,000 shares and that such controlling

shareholder subscribes for 70,000,000 new shares. Subsequent to this

share placement, the free float of the Group’s share increased from 25% to

38%. After deduction of expenses, the Group raised approximately

HK$72,000,000. The proceed is deposited with license banks and it will be

used to expand the Group’s rare earth separating business in 2001.

As at 31 December 2000, the Group had approximately HK$150,000,000

liquid fund but the bank loan balances was just around HK$40,000,000.

Total liabilities to total assets ratio was around 23%. Funds raised by the

Company increased bank deposit interest income substantially and which

has offset against most of the finance costs.
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Corporate Calendar

Major corporate events in 2000:

May 2000 With the approval of shareholders, the company name

was changed from “Yixing Xinwei Holdings Limited” to

“China Rare Earth Holdings Limited”

May 2000 The inauguration of the new rare earth production

facilities

June 2000 The inauguration of the new refractory materials production

facilities

June 2000 Issuance of US$5,000,000 3% unsecured convertible

bonds due in 2003

November 2000 Placement offer of 105,000,000 shares (including

70,000,000 new shares) at HK$1.05 each

FUTURE PLANS

The Group’s rare earth and refractory products enjoy a profound market

development potential. The PRC will soon join the World Trade Organization,

resulting in an explosive growth of various industries in the PRC market.

Along with the acceleration of the opening up of the Western part of the

PRC, the high technology and information technology businesses are

growing rapidly and the demand for quality materials for every type of

heat-treatment product is increasing accordingly. Additionally, rare earth

mining resources are properly managed by the PRC government. With

these promising factors, the rare earth market is developing swiftly with

continuously rising prices. The Group will seize this opportunity to expand

its scope and enlarge its market share. For rare earth products, proven

progress has been made with market consolidation in Japan, the United

States and Europe, while the Group is also stepping up to explore the

Korean and other Asian markets. For refractory materials, the Group is

seeking to improve profit margins with the increasing production of value-

added products and by extending the export rate.
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The application of rare earth products are constantly expanding. Stepping

into the 21st century, numerous new rare earth applied materials are being

comprehensively researched and explored. For example, the application of

rare earth in nano technology can minimize product size and also change

the basic structure of materials. This has led to breakthroughs in the

modern technology as well as intensive market development in rare earth

products.

Following the completion of the new rare earth and refractory production

lines in 2000, the Group is now investing HK$150,000,000 in the

construction of another rare earth separating production line for Ionic Ore

with an annual production capacity of 3,000 tonnes. It is expected to be

completed in June 2001. Basic construction is almost completed, major

equipment and ethylhexyl phosphonic acid have been delivered and they

will soon be installed. It will be the largest facility in the country with a

gross floor area of approximately 13,500 sq.m. and equipped with

innovative technological skills, the cutting edge technology and the latest
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controlling systems. The

production line will mainly

be used for the extraction

of high purity single rare

earth mater ia ls.  I t  is

e x p e c t e d  t h a t  t h e

operation will break even

in 2 to 3 years. The Group

has also scheduled for an

expansion of its rare earth

metal production line by

the end of 2001. At that

time, production volume

of rare earth metal will

surge to 1,000 tonnes per

annum, contributing to

high profits and turnover

for the Group.

For refractory products,

the Group has put in a

great deal of effort to

upgrade product quality

and to produce more

value-added products to

satisfy customers needs.

The Group is concentrating

on the production of fused

rebonding magnesia-chrome brick for RH furnaces for the steel

industry and checker bricks of specific heat-accumulating

room for the large floating glass assembly lines industry.

Nowadays, the 6 large RH furnace factories in the

PRC use 14,400 tonnes of fused rebonding

magnesia-chrome brick and the 17 large floating

glass kiln production lines use 18,700 tonnes of

checker bricks of specific heat-accumulating

room per annum. The Group’s high quality

refractory products will gradually take up the

market of imported refractory products in the

domestic market. The Group will also increase its

export percentage and further develop its overseas

markets, especially in the United States and Canada.
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The Group will continue to improve operational management and cost

controls in order to maximize the overall benefits. These include an open

tender policy for materials purchasing; progress appraisals on specialist

projects to minimize finance costs. In the area of product sales, a greater

emphasis will be placed on self-export ratio. The Group is also seeking to

acquire suitable projects to expand its business vertically in order to

secure a stable supply of raw materials for production purposes. The

Group is also actively investing in rare earth material supplies.

The Group has achieved satisfactory results for Year 2000 evidenced by

the improvements in both turnover and profits. This is due to the

committed efforts of all staff and the continuous support of its loyal

customers. Looking into the future, the Group is committed to enlarging its

market share with product innovation, quality improvements, and production

of more value-added products as well as expansion of the distribution

network. These measures are all aimed at maximizing the shareholders’

returns.

Finally, on behalf of the Board of Directors, I would like to extend my

gratitude to all our staff and business partners for their hard work and full

co-operation and thank our shareholders and investors for their support.

Jiang Quanlong

Chairman

28 March 2001


